Associations of Region-Specific Foot Pain and Foot Biomechanics: The Framingham Foot Study
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Abstract

Background: Specific regions of the foot are responsible for the gait tasks of weight acceptance, single limb support, and forward propulsion. With region foot pain, gait abnormalities may arise and affect the plantar pressure and force pattern utilized. Therefore, this study’s purpose was to evaluate plantar pressure and force pattern differences between adults with and without region-specific foot pain.

Methods: Plantar pressure and force data were collected on Framingham Foot Study members while walking barefoot at a self-selected pace. Foot pain was evaluated by self-report and grouped by foot region (toe, forefoot, midfoot or rearfoot) or regions (two or three or more regions) of pain. Unadjusted and adjusted linear regression with generalized estimating equations were used to determined associations between feet with and without foot pain.

Results: Individuals with distal foot (forefoot or toes) pain had similar maximum vertical forces under the pain region, while those with proximal foot (rearfoot or midfoot) pain had different maximum vertical forces compared to those without regional foot pain (referent). During walking, there were significant differences in plantar loading and propulsion ranging from 2-4% between those with regional foot pain and without. Significant differences in normalized maximum vertical force and plantar pressure ranged from 5.3-12.4% and 3.4-24.1%, respectively, between those with and without regional foot pain.

Conclusions: Associations of regional foot pain with plantar pressure and force were different by region of pain. Region-specific foot pain was not uniformly associated with an increase or decrease in loading and pressure patterns regions of pain.
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Introduction

Foot pain affects 1 in 4 adults\textsuperscript{1} and is a leading cause of mobility limitations in older adults.\textsuperscript{2,3} Conservative treatment strategies of foot pain often include orthotics and shoewear modifications,\textsuperscript{4,5} with plantar pressure measurement (pedobarographic) systems used to objectively evaluate treatment process.\textsuperscript{5} Pedobarography allows the foot to be divided into regions, enabling clinicians and researchers to evaluate pressures or forces within the specific region of interest. These systems provide a visual representation and quantification of high-pressure\textsuperscript{6} and high force\textsuperscript{7} areas linked to foot dysfunction and injury.

With foot pain, however, it is unclear if it is\textsuperscript{8,9} or is not\textsuperscript{10} associated with plantar pressure differences, as pressures under the pain region have been shown to be increased,\textsuperscript{8} decreased,\textsuperscript{9} or unchanged\textsuperscript{10} relative to those without pain. Moreover, not all foot pain is the same. Foot pain within specific regions, such as the forefoot or rearfoot, may influence whether or not static foot alignment differences exist with region-specific pain and it the effects on foot biomechanics during dynamic activities, such as walking, are unknown.\textsuperscript{11}

During walking three tasks occur: weight acceptance, single limb support, and forward propulsion.\textsuperscript{12} In healthy gait, each of the four main regions of the foot – rearfoot, midfoot, forefoot, and toes – undertake an element of these tasks\textsuperscript{13} (Figure 1). If an individual experiences foot pain in one or more of these regions it can lead to gait compensatory strategies that alter foot and gait biomechanics, increasing risk of pain or injury elsewhere.\textsuperscript{6,14} Thus, understanding the effects of regional foot pain to foot biomechanical measures can provide insights into potential causes and effects of regional foot pain. Therefore, the purpose of this study was to evaluate cross-sectional associations of region-specific foot pain to foot biomechanical measures of plantar pressure and force in a population-based study of adults.
Methods

Participants

Participants included cohort members from the population-based Framingham Foot Study of older adults. Hebrew SeniorLife and Boston University Institutional Review Boards approved the Framingham Foot Study; all participants signed an informed consent prior to enrolment.

Analysis inclusion criteria were persons who had at least one foot with data regarding structural foot disorder, plantar pressure and force, and covariate information (age, gender, and body mass index [BMI]); feet with amputated toes were excluded from the analyses.

Foot Biomechanical Measures

Participants walked barefoot at a self-selected pace across a Matscan system (40 frames per second, Tekscan Inc., Boston, MA, USA) using the two-step method. The two-step method involves participants stepping on the pressure mat on their second step and is as reliable as the mid-gait approach. There were two trials, one per foot.

Using Novel Automask software (Novel GmbH, Munich, Germany), Matscan data were masked into four regions: toes, forefoot, midfoot, and rearfoot. These computer-derived regions were evaluated against a single, trained evaluator who manually determined the foot regions, and interclass correlations (ICC) ranged 0.96 (toes)–0.99 (midfoot). Peak pressure and maximum vertical forces were normalized by body mass.

Contributions of the four foot regions (i.e., toes, forefoot, midfoot, and rearfoot) at peak vertical loading and propulsive force during stance phase were evaluated using a custom-made Matlab (The Mathworks Inc., Natick, MA, USA) script. This script extracted peak vertical ground reaction force under the foot during the loading and propulsive phases during gait.
Center of force (CoF) during the gait cycle was also extracted. Locations of CoF at initial contact, peak vertical loading, peak vertical propulsion, and last contact were normalized by the line of progression.

**Foot Pain**

Site-specific foot pain was assessed with participants selecting site(s) of each foot with pain, aching, or stiffness on most days. Site-specific areas included: nails, toes, forefoot, ball of the foot, arch, heel and hindfoot, and were dichotomized to *yes or no pain*. These seven sites were collapsed into four regions: (i) toes – included toes and nails, (ii) forefoot – included forefoot and ball, (iii) midfoot – included the arch, and (iv) rearfoot – included heel and hindfoot.

Feet were grouped by foot pain region: (i) toe pain only (TP0); (ii) forefoot pain only (FP0); (iii) midfoot pain only (MP0); (iv) rearfoot pain only (RP0); (v) pain in two regions; (vi) pain in three or more regions; and (vii) no regional foot pain (referent).

**Foot Disorders Assessment**

Participants received a standardized, validated foot examination to screen for structural foot disorders. This examination recorded presence or absence of structural foot disorders, including hallux valgus, hallux rigidus, hammer toes, claw toes, and overlapping toes.

**Data Analysis**

Means and standard deviations were calculated for each region-specific foot pain group. Significant differences between pain groups and referent were determined using linear regression with generalized estimating equations (GEE) to account for correlations between participants’ two feet, or Fisher’s Exact Test, where appropriate.

A per-foot analysis using linear regression with GEE was used to determine associations
of regional peak pressure and maximum vertical force during walking to region of foot pain. Adjusted models used covariates of age,\textsuperscript{21} weight,\textsuperscript{21} and gender\textsuperscript{19} in all analyses. Presence of any structural foot disorder (yes/no) was included in midfoot models. Normalized maximum vertical forces and CoF were also evaluated using linear regression with GEE, with adjusted models using covariates of age,\textsuperscript{21,22} gender,\textsuperscript{19} and BMI, with presence of any structural foot disorders included only in midfoot models.

Inclusion of structural foot disorders as a dichotomized variable in only the midfoot model was determined through systematic model building. In this systematic model building, the structural foot disorders of hallux valgus, hallux rigidus, hammer toes, claw toes, overlapping toes, and hammer toes were evaluated individually at each foot region (i.e., toes, forefoot, midfoot, rearfoot) to determine if estimates of effect changed by \( \geq 15\% \).\textsuperscript{23} Each of the six individual structural foot disorders were considered confounders in only the midfoot region. A separate model using a variable of presence of any structural foot disorder (yes/no), as opposed to individual foot disorders, was also evaluated; it yielded similar results to individual variables. Because of model similarities between the individual foot disorders and the dichotomized structural foot disorder variable, the dichotomized presence of structural foot disorders was the adjustment variable.

Statistical analyses were conducted using SAS statistical analysis package, version 9.3 (SAS Institute, Cary, NC); alpha was \( p \leq 0.05 \).

**Results**

There were 3158 participants contributing 6280 feet (missing data included 2 feet with amputated toes, 27 feet without foot biomechanics data, 4 feet without foot pain data, and 3 feet without foot disorder data). There were 1520 feet (24.2\%) with regional foot pain, with the
forefoot the most common region (12.1%; Table 1). Participants with rearfoot pain only (RPO) were younger than those without regional foot pain (referent). Women were more likely than men to have toe pain only (TPO), forefoot pain only (FPO), and pain in two or three or more regions.

**Associations of Regional Foot Pain and Plantar Peak Pressure**

Feet with pain localized to one region (e.g., TPO) displayed similar peak pressures in the pain region compared to the referent, except those with RPO (Figure 2), which had significantly lower rearfoot pressure (-6.1%).

Feet with TPO displayed similar toe and forefoot pressure as those without regional pain but showed significantly less midfoot (-7.0%) and rearfoot (-5.3%) peak pressure. Feet with FPO had, on average, 10.6% higher midfoot pressure relative to the referent with similar pressures in other regions. Toe pressure was 6.1% higher in those with midfoot pain only (MPO), while toe (5.8%) and rearfoot (6.1%) peak pressure was lower in those with RPO. Feet with two or three or more regions of pain showed significantly lower forces in the toes, forefoot and rearfoot.

**Associations of Regional Foot Pain and Maximum Vertical Force**

Feet with TPO and FPO had similar maximum vertical force in the pain region, whereas those with MPO had higher maximum vertical force at the midfoot region and those with RPO had lower rearfoot maximum vertical force, compared to the referent.

Feet with TPO displayed lower (-6.6%) rearfoot maximum vertical force, but similar maximum vertical force at the other foot regions (Figure 3). Feet with FPO had a lower toe force (-11.8%) but higher midfoot (5.8%) and rearfoot (3.4%) forces. Those with MPO had high maximum vertical forces at the forefoot (3.0%) and midfoot (24.1%), while those with RPO displayed lower rearfoot (-5.1%) maximum vertical force.
Regional Foot Pain and Peak Vertical Loading Force

For individuals without regional foot pain, peak vertical loading occurred at 33.2±4.8% of the stance phase, which was similar to those with foot pain. Center of force (CoF) was similar between groups relative to the referent, except those with three or more regions of foot pain, where it was more distally located (Table 2).

Individuals with RPO displayed significantly lower rearfoot force (3.1%) and higher forefoot force (2.8%) at peak vertical loading, relative to referent (Figure 2). People with MPO had a 3.5% higher midfoot force at peak vertical loading. Those with FPO had higher (1.8%) midfoot force with lower forefoot force (1.6%) at peak vertical loading. Individuals with two regions of foot pain or three or more regions of foot pain showed a 3.6% and 5.6% lower rearfoot force and a 1.8% and 2.4% higher midfoot force, respectively at peak vertical loading.

Regional Foot Pain and Peak Vertical Propulsive Force

For individuals without regional foot pain peak vertical propulsive force occurred at 68.7±5.9% of the stance phase, which was statistically similar to those with RPO, MPO, FPO, and TPO. Individuals with two regions and three or more sites of foot pain had a significantly earlier peak vertical propulsive force at 67.3±5.7% and 67.0±5.3% of the stance phase, respectively. Feet with two or three or more regions of region of pain had a more proximally placed CoF at peak vertical propulsion, while feet with three or more regions of pain also displayed a more proximal CoF last contact.

At peak vertical propulsion, individuals with RPO displayed higher forefoot force (3.1%; p=0.046), while those with TPO had a lower forefoot force (-2.9%) at peak vertical propulsion. People with MPO had higher midfoot (2.7%) and forefoot (3.7%) forces, respectively at peak vertical propulsion. Individuals with FPO exhibited 2.7% higher midfoot force with lower toe
force (2.1%) at peak vertical propulsion. Individuals with two regions and three or more regions of foot pain showed a higher rearfoot force (2.8%; 3.6%) with lower forefoot (2.6%; 5.6%) and toe (3.1%; 2.1%) force, respectively, at peak vertical loading.

**Discussion**

The purpose of this cross-sectional, population-based study was to evaluate associations between foot biomechanical measures of plantar pressure and force to regional foot pain. We found significant differences in plantar pressure by region of foot pain. Feet with toe (TPO), forefoot (FPO), or midfoot (MPO) pain only showed no differences in peak pressure under the pain region, but those with rearfoot pain only (RPO) had significantly lower pressure in this region. We also noted significant differences in maximum vertical force by region of foot pain. In feet with a single region of foot pain at the distal foot (toes or forefoot), maximum vertical force under the pain region was similar to referent. In contrast, in feet with a single foot pain region in the proximal foot (midfoot or rearfoot), maximum vertical forces were significantly different under the pain region. Feet with MPO had greater midfoot maximum vertical force, whereas those with RPO displayed lower pain maximum vertical force under the rearfoot relative to feet without regional pain. These results suggest that interventions for region-specific foot pain should not be uniform and that effects of region-specific on gait and injury risk may differ.

The rearfoot’s common task is weight acceptance, and a mechanism for easing rearfoot pain is through reducing vertical ground reaction force and pressure.24 This theory aligns with our results as those with RPO reduced maximal force role in the rearfoot region, but it was only those with a single region of pain who may have adopted this strategy. Reductions as low as 3% in plantar pressure have been shown to decrease foot pain,25 and as individuals with RPO had a
6.1% lower plantar pressure, it may have been a gait strategy to lessen foot pain during gait. Mechanism for reducing the plantar pressures and forces are to (1) offload to another foot region (e.g., midfoot, forefoot) or (2) slow the gait speed to reduce rearfoot impact. At peak loading forefoot forces were increased while the rearfoot forces were lower, suggesting forces were offloaded to the forefoot. When combining this result that showed reduced pressure in the rearfoot and toes, it also suggest that gait speed was reduced. As gait was not monitored or controlled through this study, future work should evaluate how gait speed is affected by region-specific foot pain in order to evaluate its role as a compensatory mechanism.

Stability, single limb support and postural control are the midfoot’s task. With foot pain stability is reduced. A mechanisms to improve stability to is to increase the contact area and force under the midfoot region as well as to increase forefoot force and toe pressure. Although we cannot address stability specifically, we did find that those with MPO displayed greater midfoot and forefoot force as well as greater toe pressure, suggesting that those with MPO utilize a gait strategy that improves stability. One limitation of the gait pattern of those with MPO may be that the atypical forces and pressures at the distal foot increase the risk of foot disorders. Given these relations of MPO, gait stability, and foot disorders, longitudinal research is needed to evaluate the role of MPO in fall risk and in the etiology of structural foot disorders.

The role of the forefoot and toes is to produce forward propulsion, with the forefoot contributing greater force than the toes. The differences between the contribution of the forefoot and toes to the vertical ground reaction force may explain the difference in foot biomechanical measures of those with FPO and TPO. In those with FPO or with TPO, only those with FPO decreased vertical force. Those with FPO also increased pressure within the midfoot and
increased forces within the midfoot and rearfoot regions, whereas those with TPO decreased force at the rearfoot and pressures at the rearfoot and midfoot. The forefoot contributes to forward propulsion,\textsuperscript{32} and dysfunction in this region results in forward propulsion offloaded to other force-producing areas of the foot, in line with our results showing greater force production in the midfoot and rearfoot with FPO.\textsuperscript{33} The toes, with the lower contribution of forward propulsion, do not offload but instead may reduce gait speed through a reduced propulsion force,\textsuperscript{21} which would explain reduced biomechanical measures of force and pressure rearfoot and midfoot.

Individuals with only one region of pain showed no difference in the center of force (CoF). The CoF can be indicative of ankle joint actions,\textsuperscript{34} and only feet with multiple regions of pain showed a shift in the CoF. Feet with two or three or more regions of pain shifted the CoF proximally. Proximal placement of the CoF during peak vertical propulsion as well as during last contact would tend to place the ankle in a position of reduced plantarflexion, relative to those without foot pain. Reduced ankle plantarflexion would lower gait speed\textsuperscript{34} and reduce plantar pressure and forces,\textsuperscript{21} which would be in agreement to our results. In light of these findings, studies of foot pain should include evaluations of ankle function and foot biomechanics.

Although we noted differences in plantar force and pressure in feet with regional foot pain compared to those without, the results of this study need to be interpreted in the context of its strengths and limitations. First, our analysis was a cross-sectional evaluation of foot biomechanics and regional foot pain, meaning causal relations cannot be inferred. Moreover, there was no severity of regional foot pain measurement, which if these data were included in the analyses may yield different results regarding plantar force and pressure patterns utilized in those
with region-specific pain. Future work should evaluate the effects of pain severity to determine if regional plantar forces and pressures are increased, decreased, or similar with regard to severity. Second, while gait speed is known to affect plantar loading, gait speed was not controlled or evaluated in this study. However, when participants walk at a controlled speed, gait pattern disturbances occur, suggesting measurement of a typical step at self-selected speed may be more meaningful than that from a particular gait speed. Finally, this worked found those with regional foot pain had differences in regional forces, normalized by body mass, during loading and propulsion ranging from 2-4%. Significant differences in normalized maximum vertical force and plantar pressure ranged from 3-24% between those with and without regional foot pain. Currently, there is not a clinically-meaningful difference for normalized plantar pressure or force during walking; however, changes in plantar pressure as low as 3% may affect gait and ulcer risk in patients with diabetes. These results are within the ranges noted by prior work in patients with diabetes, but further work elucidating clinically-meaningful differences in normalized plantar pressure and force during gait are necessary to elucidate the clinical relevance between those with and without regional foot pain.

Strengths of this study include its participants, data collection, and analysis. The Framingham Foot Study is a large, well-described, population-based cohort of adults evaluating foot health, foot function, and pain, which improves generalizability relative to studies with a smaller sample size. Further, this analysis utilized GEE to enable inclusion of both feet, while adjusting for correlations between feet. The study characteristics, participants, and statistical modeling provide a novel means for understanding associations of regional foot pain to plantar pressures and forces during gait.

Conclusion
This is the first study to show regional foot pain is associated with specific plantar pressure and force differences. The results support biomechanical theory and clinical implications of region-specific foot pain, and they suggest that treatment of foot pain may be dependent on the foot region involved and its role in gait. Moreover, as regional foot pain is associated with differences in plantar pressure and loading difference that may influence the gait pattern utilized, this cross-sectional study highlights the need for continued research into foot pain etiology, effects, and treatment strategies to reduce the disablling effect of foot pain. Prospective studies are needed to elucidate causes of regional foot pain in relation to plantar loading in order to understand their effects on gait and physical function. As aberrant foot forces and pressures, such as those that were noted with regional foot pain, may lead to aberrant joint actions or increased odds of pain throughout the kinetic chain or (e.g., knee or hip) understanding the compensatory mechanisms that with regional foot pain may be a key to reducing risk of joint pain elsewhere. Moreover, treatment strategies of regional foot pain that seeks to alleviate plantar pressure abnormalities of increased or decreased pressure to restore a more natural plantar pressure and gait pattern may provide a means for improved physical function and mobility for those with foot pain.
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Figures Legend.

Figure 1. Example vertical ground reaction force (vGRF) showing gait tasks of weight acceptance, single-limb support, and forward propulsions. From initial contact (0% stance) to last contact (100% stance) the four foot regions contribute to the vGRF. Point ‘a’ is peak loading, and point ‘b’ is peak propulsion or peak unloading.

Figure 2. Differences in regional peak pressure and maximum vertical force by region of pain, compared to referent (no regional foot pain). Lighter color denotes significantly higher pressure or force and darker color denotes significantly lower pressure or force relative to referent. Data presented in supplemental table 1 and 2.

Figure 3: Percent differences in (A) peak vertical loading and (B) peak vertical propulsive force when walking, compared to the referent (no regional foot pain). * denotes significantly different (p<0.05) between pain group and referent. Data presented in supplemental table 3.